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THE SITUATION.
Every day you are faced with this challenge: your company is constantly evolving and adapting dynamically to
altered market conditions. However, this process does not take place without affecting internal structures.
National and international competition as well as increasing globalization requires regular processes to adapt
your company to the markets and their conditions.

THERE CAN BE VARIOUS CATALYSTS FOR THIS:

You want to bundle your classic finance and controlling
modules in S/4HANA
You are modernizing or optimizing your existing IT system landscape
You are performing a release upgrade
You are buying or selling parts of a company, business units
or entire companies
You are restructuring your company or your organization
You are eliminating redundancies
You want to cut costs
You plan to increase your IT performance
You aim to reduce your operating, maintenance and project outlay
You need to adapt your company to comply with regulatory
requirements or conditions
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Changes within the company inevitably also affect the IT system landscape. Thus,
for example, many managers are faced with the complex task of having to merge
multiple ERP systems as a result of company mergers or separating certain datasets from an IT system landscape due to the sale of parts of the company. These are
both examples of processes that must be performed without any errors or losses.
Ongoing technical advances and the associated regular release updates, in particular
conversion of your systems to S/4HANA, also make it necessary for you to adapt
your systems. Here, one important factor is how quickly such transformations can
be carried out during ongoing operation. The system downtime needs to be kept
as short as possible, as the ERP system is essential to maintain the company’s
business processes. In addition, the project managers have to perform the usually
complex and sensitive transformations in time and budget while also complying
with all security regulations. After all, time, money and security play a significant
role in all companies.
SAP consolidation projects are multifaceted and generally require a substantial
amount of effort. Here, reliable solutions are required that ensure smooth and
secure management of FI and CO data. With software support and automation,
this process can be noticeably simplified and implemented with optimum results.
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OUR SOLUTION.
bFinanceManagement makes loss-free migration of financial data easier and more efficient than ever before.
Whether you are a global corporate group or a medium-sized company, bancon-it’s typical combination of
expert service and software developed with practical use in mind, combined with the latest S/4HANA technologies, ensures that all your financial data is transferred quickly and without errors. Our tool, which was
developed entirely within the standard SAP software, has already proven this reliability in numerous projects.
Naturally, all processes initiated using the program also run within the standard SAP software. It makes no
difference whether it is receivables, liabilities, profit and loss accounts or balance sheet accounts, whether
time-period-related or characteristic-related data: all your information can be processed correctly in accordance with your specifications. With bFinanceManagement, these processes are executed fully automatically,
via a direct route, at any time and without any expensive loss of time. This can be done both within SAP systems and from other ERP systems.

Tailored software
Our experts tailor the functionality of the software used precisely to your requirements, while providing the
greatest possible level of automation. Together with these experts, you select only those modules of our
bFinanceManagement that meet the requirements of your transformation project and allow you to transfer
your data without any problems. With our high-performance tool, you can analyze the specific issues and
requirements at your company in detail, define relevant service requirements and optimally adapt the programs used. Manual programming is almost entirely eliminated.

Analysis

Service Definition

Module Customizing

Implementation
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OUR SERVICE CONCEPT.
In addition to tailored software, you benefit from our holistic service concept. Throughout the entire transformation process, we are on hand to help you with our proven expertise. We will support your project proficiently and reliably and our bProjectKeepers will ensure an efficient procedure. With our vast experience and
extensive knowledge, we guarantee you professional project and quality management, resulting in adherence
to schedule and budget requirements. Furthermore, our professional test management ensures that your
project runs smoothly: all processes are simulated using your entire data inventory.

What makes our bFinanceManagement so special?
Immediately before the transformation, the tool runs a simulation on the live system. This reduces the
error rate to almost 0% and maximizes the quality of the system when you go live.
Depending on the project, you may be able to perform the transformation within the live system while it is
running and thus entirely without downtime (=zero downtime). Continuous operation is not interrupted!
This is a convenient solution with significant time and cost savings.

Place your trust in a highly flexible solution that we have developed 100% within the standard SAP architecture and that makes transferring and migrating your FI and CO data easier than ever before.

COMPONENTS OF

bFinanceManagement

bRequirementEngineering
bSpecification
bTest
bProjectKeeper

bFinanceManagement

bFINPostingServices
bFINCarve-OutServices
bFINMasterDataServices
bFINAssetsServices
bFINNewGLServices
bFINStockServices
bFINAnalyzingServices
bFINCustomizingServices
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YOUR ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE.

Efficient transformation, 		
depending on the project with
genuine zero downtime and
accordingly no restrictions in
live operation

Risk-free transformation
thanks to professional test
management with simulation
on the live system and an error
rate of almost 0%

bFinanceManagement
An excellent combination
of modular software that can be
adjusted to your requirements
and end-to-end service

Fully automated processes
within SAP or from other
ERP systems
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OUR PROFILE.
bancon-it has been your ideal SAP expert for professional transformation services, software consulting,
development and implementation for more than 15 years. Our products, which are developed 100% within the
standard SAP architecture, come into play wherever efficiency, streamlined processes and viable, scalable
solutions are required. bancon-it experts combine business skills with technical expertise and well-founded
industry knowledge – your guarantee for projects realized in line with deadlines and budgets. Whether they
are required for project management or collaboration in projects, filling staff positions or neutral quality
management, our specialists fit perfectly into your project structure and culture. For projects that are entirely
outsourced to us, we keep you up to date on all processes at all times. Transparency is one of our strengths.
Our employees from Walldorf, Germany and Cape Town, South Africa are available to you for deployment
worldwide.

OUR EXPERTISE

As specialists who have been around since the very beginning, we have
well-founded expertise in developing or optimizing system landscapes,
automation, migration and archiving as well as in SAP architecturecompliant application development – expert knowledge that pays off.

OUR PROMISE

We provide expert consulting and professional support for your project from
the very first consultation to problem-free implementation – with consistent
quality management throughout.

OUR GOAL

We develop efficient, tailor-made solutions to optimize your business processes, adhering to deadlines and budgets in the process. Benefit from many
years of experience, excellent organization and well-coordinated teams who
optimize your system landscape, and rely on products and services with a
lowercase “b” – our code for best-in-class solutions.

Your route to optimal business processes:
Place your trust in us

„we bancon-it for you“

You can find further information about bancon-it and our solutions at
www.bancon-it.com

We would be happy to advise you in a personal discussion with no obligation.
We look forward to working on your project!
You can contact us at:
marketing@bancon-it.com

OUR LOCATIONS
Germany:
bancon GmbH
Josef-Reiert-Straße 4
69190 Walldorf
Germany
www.bancon-it.com

South Africa:
bancon (PTY) Ltd.
PO Box 26612
Hout Bay, 7806
South Africa
www.bancon-it.co.za

Slovakia:
bancon s. r. o.
Račianské mýto 10990/1A
831 02 Bratislava
www.bancon-it.sk

